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1. How do similar cells recognize each other?

2. How do cells attach/adhere to neighboring cells 

in a tissue? 

3. What are 4 important families of Cell Adhesion 

molecules (CAMs)?

4. Various types of interactions between cells

5. Junctions 

1. between Cells 

2. between Cell and ECM 



A Cell A Tissue

An Overview of tissue formation

Cell       Tissue

Tissue are made up of 

cells and ECM



1. Recognize each other

2. Adhere to each other and with ECM

3. Communicate with each other 

and with ECM

For tissue formation cells must be 

able to

Integration of Cells into Tissues



Carbohydrates are bound to lipids (glycolipids) or 

proteins (glycoproteins)

Both glycolipids and glycoproteins serve as 

recognition signals

A cell recognizes another cell due to presence of 
specific molecules on cell membranes of adjacent cell

Cell A

Cell B

C
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Carbohydrate chains on cell membranes act as tags for 

cell recognition



Glycolipids and glycoproteins vary from cell to cell

Example 1: Cells make their own

carbohydrate chains during

development

Example 2: The carbohydrate of

some glycolipids change when a cell

becomes cancerous

Example 3: Transplanted tissues are

rejected due to different glycolipids

and glycoproteins from rest of the cells

of body



2. Cell Adhesion

1. Cell-cell adhesion

(Direct Adhesion)

2. Cell-matrix adhesion

(Indirect Adhesion)

Two Ways of Cell adhesion or Cell Attachment

ECM

Binding of a cell to another cell or  to ECM



Cell Adhesion Molecules (CAMs)
Proteins located on cell membrane, involved in binding with 

other cells or with ECM

Typically CAMs are 

transmembrane

proteins

CAMs have 3 domains

Importance of the cytoskeleton 

in cell adhesion



Types of interactions/binding

Homotypic vs Heterotypic

Homophilic vs Heterophilic

Cis (lateral)  vs Trans

Cell 1 Cell 2

Cell 3

Cell 1 Cell 2

Cell 1 Cell 2



Cis Vs Trans Interactions



Cell 
Adhesion 
Molecules

Cadherins

Ig-
superfamily

Integrins

Selectins

Types of Cell Adhesion Molecules



1. They are dimeric

2. Function depends on Ca+2

3. >80 different Cadherins are known 

 N-cadrerens in Neurons

 P-cadrerens in Placenta

 E-cadrerens in Epithelium

5. Homophilic (like bind like)

6. Make Desmosomes and  adheren

Junctions

Cell Membrane

E Cadheren

E Cadheren



1. Involved in recognition and binding

2. Function is independent of Ca+2

3. Homophilic (like bind like) & 

Heterophilic (unlike)



1. They are heterodimeric

2. Function depends on Ca
+2

3. They facilitate

a. Attachment of cell to ECM  

b. Transmit signal from external 

environment to cell interior

4. Show heterophilic interactions (unlike)

5. Ligands for integrins include 

a. Fibronectin

b. Collagen

c. Laminin

6. They make 2 types of cell junctions

a. Hemidesmosomes

b. Focal adhesion



1. Single-chain transmembrane

glycoproteins that may form dimers with 

other selectins

2. Function depends on Ca+2

1. Have a special “lectin” domain

2. Show heterophilic interactions (unlike)

lectin



Species A Species B





Three Types

1. Occluding junctions: Seal cells
together into sheets (forming an
impermeable barrier)

2. Anchoring junctions: Attach cells
(and their cytoskeleton) to other
cells or extracellular matrix
(providing mechanical support)

3. Communicating junctions: Allow
exchange of chemical/information
between cells

3. Cell Junctions

Cell junctions are the structures where long term 

association between neighboring cells is established



Example: Tight junctions

Adhesion type: cell-cell

Only present between epithelial 

cells 

Form closest contact between 

adjacent cells

Function: Prevent substances 

from moving through spaces 

between cells

Composed of 3 transmembrane

protein families

1. Occluding Junctions
seal cells together



Hold cells tightly together

Connect a cell’s cytoskeleton to another 

cell or ECM

Four types of adhesive Junctions

1) Adherens Junctions 

2) Desmosomes

3) Hemidesmosomes

4) Focal adhesion

2. ADHESIVE/ ANCHORING 
JUNCTIONS



Adhesion type: cell-cell

Primary function is attachment of adjacent cells

Composed of Cadherins and  intracellular 

attachment proteins

Connect actin filaments of adjacent cells

1) Adherens Junctions

8. Adhesion belts between epithelial cells in the small intestine. This beltlike anchoring junction encircles each of

Mostly present in contractile tissues such as heart



Adherens Junctions cont---------



2) DESMOSOMES
Adhesion type: cell-cell

Primary function is attachment of adjacent cells

Composed of Cadherins

Connect intermediate filaments of cell cytoskeleton 

of adjacent cells

Give strength to tissues

Found in many tissues but are abundant in skin and heart muscles

Intermediate filaments



3. Hemidesmosome
Adhesion type: cell-ECM

Primary function is attachment of a cell 

to ECM

Composed of Integrins
Connect intermediate filaments of cell 

cytoskeleton to extracellular matrix



4. Focal Adhesion

Adhesion type: cell-ECM

Primary function is attachment of a cell to 

ECM

Composed of Integrins
Connect actin filaments of cell 

cytoskeleton to extracellular matrix



Summary of Anchoring Junctions



Involve in exchange of information between 

adjacent cells

Examples:

1. Gap junctions in  animals 

2. Plasmodesmata in plants

3. COMMUNICATING JUNCTIONS



Only found in animal cells

Connect cytoplasm of 

adjacent cells

They are made up of proteins 

connexins

Six subunits of connexins are 

assembled together to make 

connexons

Connexons of 2 cells join 

together to make a gap 

junction

Connexins Connexon
Connexons
of two cells

Cell 1

Cell 2





Plasmodesmata

perform same 

functions  in plants 

as gap junctions in 

animal cells

Directly connect 

cytoplasms of adjacent 

cells



What is ExtraCellular Matric (ECM)?

Secreted by surrounding cells



1. Basement Membrane 

2. Interstitial Matrix

Connective tissue contains 
lots of ECM and only a few 

cells
Basement membrane 
contains little ECM





• ECM participate in cell signalling

By providing space where different ligands are 

released

Different proteins of ECM act as ligand

• Extracellular matrix components mediate cell

signalling via integrins

ECM Participates in Signaling and 

Intercellular Communication



The Extracellular Matrix Participates in Signaling

lntegrin adhesion receptor mediated signaling pathways that control diverse cell functions.



Suggested Books for further reading

1. Molecular Cell Biology, 7th Edition by Lodish (Pages 927 onward)
2. Life the Science of Biology, 7th Edition by Purves Sadava (Pages 89 to 94)

Contents of this lecture have been copied from various sources such as internet
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